


A modern 
and unique 
ecosystem that 
puts patients at 
the center

Strasbourg has long been at the cross-
roads of trade, innovation, and influence 
in Europe. Our unique geographic location 
promotes the natural exchange of people 
and resources, which in turn, helps trans-
form ideas into impactful solutions. In our 
city, you will find entrepreneurs, clinicians 
and industry partners innovating to im-
prove our healthcare system, both regio-
nally and globally. 

What makes our ecosystem unique is our 
unwavering mission to serve the needs of 
patients and healthcare professionals by 
creating an environment that facilitates 
the innovation cycle and nurtures new 
collaborations.
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Expand within our 
markets and beyond
Our population is aging, and with 
age comes new challenges for our 
healthcare system. 

By focusing on solving these core pro-
blems, we have organized a unique 
platform for you to collaborate with 
our hospitals, universities, start-ups, 

researchers, incubators, accelerators 
and investors to experiment and de-
velop, implement and commercialize 
your innovative solutions. 
Simply put, you’ll be able to test your 
concepts and bring your solution to 
the market faster and more efficient-
ly through our ecosystem.
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FRANCE : 

Fundraising  2021 :  
2.3 billions € (+49%)

101 million  
raised through 7 IPOs by Euronext

4 000 innovations  
in the health sector
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We will help 
you achieve 
your goals 

To be an effective healthcare innovator, it’s 
crucial to define the unmet needs in the 
field. We’ve made it easy to connect with 
local hospitals, build relationships with 
healthcare providers, and get access to any 
resources you need to better define the pro-
blem you want to solve. Our hospitals are 
eager to collaborate and innovate with you.

As a business leader, time is your most 
valuable asset. Our team has created a 
straightforward process that starts with 
evaluating your specific needs. We then 
use this information to connect you to any 
appropriate non-dilutive grants, soft-landing 
programs and other ecosystem resources. 
Nextmed is here to help you get the most out 
of your experience and support to turn your 
ideas into business opportunities.

When you set up your lab or of-
fice space in the heart of the 
action, you’ll get to capitalize 
on the power of networking. 
Imagine being surrounded by 
an array of incubators, growth 
capital investors, local regulato-
ry experts, insurance providers, 
large corporations and a com-
munity of clinical experts, all 
available to help you accelerate 
your business. It’s happening 
right in the middle of our hospi-
tal district, located in the center 
of Strasbourg. 

CONNECT WITH OUR HEALTHCARE 
ECOSYSTEM: HOSPITALS, 
DOCTORS AND THEIR PATIENTS

OPERATE IN A PRIME 
LOCATION: JOIN OUR 
COMMUNITY AND BUILD 
CONNECTIONS

ACCESS OUR RESOURCES: ASK ABOUT 
OUR SOFTLANDING PROGRAMS
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Universities
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5 Universities

15 University Institute of Technology

56 Health training institutions

154 High schools and legal schools,  
 including INET and ENA

2 Political sciences campuses 

France Eastern Region  

209,000  
students  

More than  

11,000 researchers  
from public and private research  
(5th among French regions in terms  
of number of researchers)

180 laboratories

THEMES OF EXCELLENCE
chemistry, biology, materials,  
health and biotechnology, etc.

5 nobel prizes  
in activity in Strasbourg

DIGITAL AND AI SECTOR

1,000 students  
in digital training (bac+5)

63 certification   
training offers in digital engineering 
(AI, IT developers, Software 
engineers, application developers,…)

THE UNIVERSITY OF STRASBOURG
Strasbourg is the most international 
region in France, after Paris. We have 
51,000 students, 20% of whom are 
international, and a range educational 
programs that cover every major field. 
The University of Strasbourg has 2000 
partnerships with over 750 universities 
in 95 countries and is a co-founder of 
the European campus, EUCOR.



European  
healthcare hub

A city where 
health and 
wellbeing 
comes first

Nextmed is located in Strasbourg, in 
the centre of Europe less than two 
hour away from Basel in Switzerland, 
Paris in France, Stuttgart in Germany, 
Brussels in Belgium.
Strasbourg is the constitutional Eu-
ropean capital and a major hub of 
influence as well as a door to the 
European market: a market of over In Strasbourg, we en-

joy a great and safe 
lifestyle. Our universi-
ties are renown. You 
can enjoy a limitless 

number of restaurants, culture, en-
tertainment, night life and nature.  On 
the weekends you will be able to visit 
close by attractions : From the Vos-
ges mountains, Black Forest or Alps 
to great nearby cities across Europe 
only a few hours away by flight. You 
will also find the best entertainment 
park in the world, 35 minutes away 
by car ; Europapark. Our city is affor-
dable and proactive when it comes 
to sustainable lifestyles. 
We foster a green and innovation 
economy. We aspire to influence the 
rest of the world.  

370  million people. In addition, our re-
gion is seeing it’s population age and 
therefore the healthcare challenges 
that need to be solved are heighte-
ned which is why we want to welco-
me you in nextmed. Join a thriving 
European healthcare ecosystem and 
our vision for a better healthcare for 
all and more. 
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Meet  
our team

Nicolas Pellerin
NEXTMED DIRECTOR
nicolas.pellerin@strasbourg.eu
+ 33 (0) 6 79 48 83 97

Sébastien Bruxer 
URBAN PROJECT MANAGER 
s.bruxer@sers.eu
+ 33 (0) 6 23 28 43 64

LEARN HOW YOU CAN ACCELERATE YOUR 
BUSINESS WITH NEXTMED

Nextmed : celebrating  
transformative innovations 
and new collaborations.

Over 50 executives around the world are nextmed’s ambassadors. 
They live in the USA, Singapore, Brazil, Rwanda, Africa, all around the world 
and share our vision to drive a better healthcare through more collaborative 
international ecosystems. While nextmed will help your make a rapid local 
impact, our ambassadors will help you expand that impact globally.
Get started with nextmed: Make an impact in Healthcare, in EU and beyond.
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OUR NEXTMED AMBASSADORS



CONTACT OUR TEAM NOW:  
nextmed@strasbourg.eu 

www.nextmed.strasbourg.eu
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